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I held this for a couple of days to put up my Wright brothers paper, but now we can look closely at this
latest CGI monstrosity from the fake Ukraine war.  That link takes you to X, where we are told this is a
beach in Sevastopol, Crimea, (Russia) being bombed by Ukraine forces using “bomblets” supplied to
them by the US.  There are supposed to be five dead and 124 injured, “including children”.  Right.
Because this looks so real.  Or, as Musk likes to say, “The faker it looks the realer it is”.   

But although anyone with eyes and a functioning brain should be able to spot this as a fake, everyone in
the media is accepting it as real, even the “alternative” sites.   Ron Paul is being quoted that “Moscow
can't not respond”.  Way to go Ron, selling the fear porn and encouraging fake escalation!  How is
Moscow going to respond—with their own computer animators attacking a Grateful Dead concert in
Las Vegas?  

And what exactly is a bomblet?  Look at that little gray puff in the foreground.  I didn't realize our
military was selling Ukraine a bomblet that can kill everyone in a 2-foot radius.  The Russians must be
shivering in their boots at such awesome power.  If it hits you right on top of the head, it may kill you,
unless you have on a hat of course.  Notice that after the smoke disappears from that bomblet, we see
no one was hit by shrapnel and there is no hole or even a dark spot in the sand.  You have to laugh.  

I love the music, too: that was a great choice, telegraphing the fake as much as anything.  You know it
is going to be fake in the first second just from the music.  

Strangely, I could not view any replies.  I am not a member of X, but I can normally view replies
anyway.  Not here, since I would assume thousands of people are calling this out as a fake.    

This reminds us of the Sevastopol fake event of September 2023, where Ukraine claimed Russian

https://x.com/Archer83Able/status/1805581567491760388?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1805581567491760388%7Ctwgr%5E7adf61bd48946b5f84cb09b15cae299470393078%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/shocking-new-video-shows-atacms-bomblets-raining-down-russian-beachgoers


admiral Sokolov had been killed along with 33 other officers.  So my readers knew it was fake just
from the number, before Sokolov appeared on camera a few days later to prove it wasn't true.    


